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Sero wrote:
I've been lied to about a lot of things since I was born. And at this point, I am a skeptic of everything: Even SS. I have tried to advance time and time again and asked for a sign, tried to talk to Satan, and yet NOTHING. I understand that it takes time, but just how much time does it take? I am starting to question whether any of this is real or not.

I hope no one takes offense to this because I am not trying to be offensive, but truly: How do you know you're not as delusional as anyone that's following the "mainstream" religions you guys despise?

That post is not offensive, and nobody would find this offensive.

It is totally normal to have absolutely broken trust coming from the regular world into Spiritual Satanism. What is bad is to transfer over these trust issues without actually examining anything.

Meditation is frequently doubted by many many people, but its results are scientifically proven. It is no secret that even positive affirmations, hypnosis, or the very basic forms of meditation, are definitely effective, especially when practiced after a long period of time.

The stress reduction benefits, the benefits of empowerment, the organizing of the mind, the feelings of clarity and better understanding [these are all basic outcomes of meditation] or the ability to calm one's self, are fundamental survival skills. While these are on the basic tier of manifestations, one only gains from doing meditation in their life, and they increase the quality of their life.

Hatha or Kundalini Yoga meditations, have undeniable results. To people who are big doubters in all of this, my advice is to start doing primarily Hatha Yoga or Kundalini Yoga. The manifestations to your wellbeing, alertness, and health, will be undeniable if you maintain this for a long period of time.

Again, the above is proven scientifically too for those who don't understand through immediate effects.
Progressing in this path, one opens up these faculties bit by bit and in their own speed. Some people don't really want to meditate, but they like our perception of the world instead, because it's based on consistent observations.

The above by itself, makes "this religion" more worthwhile than any other, the mere fact that when you read or apply it's teachings, they are closer to evident reality. We are also "pro" science and we accept these laws, which we believe parallel spirituality. Enemy dogma does the opposite.

The values are also superior, allowing freedom and growth to take place for individuals, in contrast of preaching of perpetual suffering, a stupid "Unjust God", but all of this is consistent with the flow of life - therefore it's not really just a "belief" system.

Some people just join JoS because of it's teaching or are interested because of this, with the other stuff being open to experimentation for them in life at a later date.

Having addressed these two issues now, we are moving onto the next issue, which is how many people know beyond any doubt about the existence of the Gods and how many are on this level of being psychically aware [this also has levels].

Many people have this innate or through birth [or work from past lives, which we also take for granted]. These are natural psychics. The more one progresses in the JoS meditative system and the mind opens up [the mind has to open up in order for this to happen], they will start getting experiences, ranging from weird coincidences, to full blown communication, dreams or omens.

Separating delusion from stupidity is done easily, when these are compared on the standards of the real. That is why I or we constantly guard against "Delusion", because the aspects of the mind that deal with these higher skills require diligent work to be made functional. That goes back again to advanced meditation.

Therefore as we can see here, what one receives from this path has a lot to do with how much advanced you are becoming. Advanced here also means how much you know too, because one cannot really believe into something they don't know.

So knowing happens in segments as this is the natural case for people. And as one grows into this path, knowledge replaces doubt and lack of trust, replacing it with belief and faith. Yet, in contrast with the enemy "religious programs", even if you are a questioner this is not against this path, but the extent of this should be
balanced with research and study, ie, healthy skepticism is good for this path when it doesn't eat you from the inside out.

For those on the far end, they have no doubts whatsoever, simply because of accumulated experiences and other things of this nature, which no longer allow ignorance to sink in, fortifying doubt that one has been through over and over again as part of the growing process.

For example, after having read about Quantum mechanics which is rooted in the observatory faculty and what we refer to as magick, having read that and known this to be the case, I can no longer be convinced that this does not exist, anymore than gravity. But one has to reach this point and one cannot force it through like a fundamentalist, and this is built with time and efforts.